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TRUCK & TRAIN

We are the world market leader in the production of technical textiles for truck 
tarpaulins and side curtains, (inflatable) containers, railway wagon tarpaulins, flat 
tarpaulins for vans, asphalt covers and roofs for truck. 

Our standard range is unique and covers a vast variety of widths, weights, colours 
and aspects. In this brochure we describe 14 products in 147 colours and 9 widths 
all suited for truck and train applications. 
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OUR STRENGTHS = 
    YOUR GUARANTEE

Our technical know-how

Our team

Our intensive R&D and expertise

The multilingual Sioen staff is known for 
its hands-on mentality. Besides being fast 
and cost-conscious, they always strive for a 
customized solution in a helpful and friendly 
way. Our customers always come in first 
place.
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Our large product portfolio

Our state of the art production plants

Our financial health

We offer a large 
range of products, 
colours and widths. 

We are part of a strong international stock 
quoted group, Sioen Industries nv. The 
solid structures and sound financial basis 
make us a reliable partner. 
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Our service

Our focus on solutions

Our product quality

Speed, 
performance, 
diligence, 
dedication

Finding your tailor made solution is 
the result of interaction between our 
customers, our suppliers and our R&D 
team. Providing you with answers is the 
first step towards a solution.

We stand for a high quality level.• 
We continuously invest in new • 
machines and equipment which 
gives us a competitive edge over the 
competition.
Your feedback is an active source to • 
further fine tune our qualities.
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Our 50 years of experience
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EXTRA CUSTOMER SUPPORT

We provide concepts and solutions
For every request we try to find the right solution. Together with our 
engineers, product managers, market specialists and researchers, we 
put a lot of effort in finding and producing the right product that fits your 
needs. The sales team is available from Monday until Friday from 8 
until 18hours. 
Tel: 0032 51/740.900 - e-mail: sioline@sioen.be

We offer support in product/ market 
development
Please feel free to contact us in case you wish to further explore new 
markets or develop new products. info@sioen.be

We offer marketing support
In the separate leaflet ‘SUPPORT’, you will find the complete overview 
of our sales support items: extra training, brochures and displays.

We provide training
At our Ardooie headquarters, we boast a 8.000 m² showroom.It is the 
place to see new products, to get to meet the team and to make you 
more familiarised with the technicity of our products. 
Apart from meeting again with your designated sales manager and  
appropriate sales assistant, it gives you the opportunity to become 
more acquainted with the Sioen people behind the scenes (quality, 
R&D, logistics, marketing,...).
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FROM 

LIGHTWEIGHT TARPS

OVER TAR RESISTANT

 MATERIAL

TO FR AND ANTISTATIC 

FABRICS

TARPAULINS

We offer a vast range of muti purpose flat tarpaulin material. From 
lightweight tarps to FR anti static and tar resistant. Some examples: 
tarps for containers, boats, tipping lorries, trailers,… Our standard range 
is unique and boasts a vast variety of widths, weights, colours and 
types. In addition, we can make tailor made fabrics produced according 
to your demands. Ask our skilled sales team for more information. 
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S IOSOLAR

The integration of flexible photovoltaic technology is yet another 
example of our R&D driven strategy. This new development enables you 
to generate your own green energy, ecofriendly and cost effective.
This new and revolutionary way of generating power can be integrated 
in tents, tensile constructions, rooftops, …
For any additional information: info@sioen.be

S IDE CURTAINS

Our B6000 panama range is very complete offering a large choice of 
widths and colours. Our standard range consists of 61 colours and 
4 widths and are all stock delivered. This means fast service, quick 
delivery and excellent quality. 
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S IOSTEEL

 Siosteel is a composite consisting of a PVC coated steel net and 
double- side PVC coated polyester fabric, used primarily for intrusion-
resistant truck and train tarpaulins and side curtains.

Strength Cost-
EffectiveFlexibility

COA-SECURE

Coa-Secure is a comparable alternative to 
Siosteel offering an enhanced flexibility when 
opening and closing the side curtain.

Samples of these products are available in the 
sample book: SECURITY-ENERGY

Please contact our sales team for additional 
information. 
sioline@sioen.be or coatex@sioen.be
T: 0032 51 740 900
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CARAPAX

Discover the carapax concept
Carapax is a revolutionary patented concept: 

It is a composite material which consists of a diagonally woven • 
aramide structure which is welded on the truck roof.
Aramide, which has a succesful track record in aeronautics and • 
military applications, is a light yet super strong material and will 
provide an unmatched restistance for the trailer superstructure.

The Carapax advantages
The composite reinforced cover works like a carapax of a turtle • 
over the trailer top.
Complies to the EN 12642 XL regulation.• 
Can be used in conjunction with a sliding roof.• 
Operates quickly and safely: it prevents the driver from climbing • 
onto the roof
Maintenance free! No risk for elongation.• 
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A IRTUBE

Revolutionary de-icing system for truck 
roofs 
One of the major risks in truck transportation is ice-formation on truck 
roofs. Falling off while departing, this can cause serious harm to vehicles 
and people in the immediate area of the truck. 

We now offer the solution! 

By preventing water to stay on the roof, ice cannot be formed. The 
inflatable tube is built in the roof and can as easily be deflated whenever 
necessary. No ice, no risk, no climbing on the roof, … in short, all risks 
are eliminated. 

For more information, please contact coatex@sioen.be 
T: 0032 57 34 61 60

Easy Risk 
management

Self 
supporting
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SERVICE

Cutting
We provide any cutting and slitting services such as slitting standard 
sized rolls to your desired width. We equally slit coated textile strips for 
the reinforcement of side curtains and roofs. 

Kadors
Over the years coatex has undoubtedly built an international reputation 
in kadors. The company offers both a standard range of products as 
well as the appropriate tailor made solution.
Kadors are being used in conjunction with a coated textile and enables 
the user to slide the textile through a profile.

For more information, please contact coatex@sioen.be 
T: 0032 57 34 61 60
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Sioen’s dirt repelling lacquer formulation and anti-graffiti lacquer are 
both based on advanced polymer technology. The active substance 
in both formulations is a tailor-made graft-type acrylate copolymer 
with excellent surface properties. Both lacquers are two-component 
systems that can easily be formulated to their final application forms, 
being sprayable, solvent-borne, cross linkable, topcoat materials with 
excellent dirt repelling or anti-graffiti properties on PVC substrates.

GRAFFITI

STOP
DIRT
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We present you SIOEN 
GRAFFITI STOP. 

An anti-graffiti coating that 
prevents graffiti paints from 

sticking on pvc surfaces. 

S IOEN GRAFFITI STOP 
  SIOEN DIRT STOP

Cleaning graffiti off buildings, statues, trailers, tents and other surfaces 
costs billions of Euros/ Dollars annually. Many cities have started anti-
graffiti programs, however vandalism remains a major problem. We 
have succeeded in developing a coating which prevents taggers from 
vandalizing public and private properties. It is a clear coat sprayed on 
top of the existing paint or surface.

SIOEN GRAFFITI STOP protects PVC substrates against graffiti 
sprayers. Thanks to a protective layer, you can remove the graffiti in a 
trice. The graffiti disappears and it seems as if nothing happened. 
The product is being sold per 10kg and can be sprayed for instance on 
a finished side curtain.

SIOEN DIRT STOP is a clear lacquer which is dirt-repellent and 
applicable on any surface. Imagine a tent, tensioned structure, truck 
tarpaulin or side curtain to be cleaner and brighter for a much longer 
period in time. The chemical composition of the topcoat guarantees 
an excellent dirt repellency, and enhances the cleaning properties 
significantly, giving any surface excellent cleaning and even self-
cleaning properties (dirt repellence).

Packaging:
Both lacquers are available in 10 kg 

packing, each consisting of 9.75 kg of 
component A and 0.25 kg of component B.
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For further information, 
please contact our sales team.


